
As I walk by the University of Idaho water tower, I take a moment to look up and find myself 

awed by how great the structure is in comparison to the seemingly tiny pine trees that surround 

its lowermost region.  Their green tinted tops do not even brush the base of the pronounced oval 

body.  The sky behind the tower is a mixed hue of golden orange, red and yellows as the 

sun begins to make it's exit from the day.  I briefly wonder how long the tower has been standing 

like it has. I take a short break from my walk and take the time to regard the intricate details.  

As I take a closer look at the tower, I feel a shiver down my spine, and for a brief moment, I get 

goosebumps and the hair on my arm stands on end.  The dimming light cast a murky grey hue 

across the western portion of the towers body, making it appear lifeless.  The zone below is even 

gloomier.  It is eerily still and shadowed by the immense undergrowth surrounding the 

legs.  There is a cold, icy sensation it conveys.  The tower which appears to be built of steel is 

painted a dreary metallic silver color.  The letter I is painted in the center of the body in a Gold 

color, which is then outlined with a solid bold black line.  The paint appears worn.  There are 

visible chips beginning to peel away from the legs that hold the tower in place.  There is a light 

dusting of dirt visible around the lower portions of the legs as well.  As I take a closer look, I 

realize it is not merely dirt but that rust has also begun to form.  

There is a great amount of vegetation surrounding the tower almost burying it within their 

depths.  From afar I would imagine all you can see of the tower is the uppermost span.  There are 

various vines and weeds growing up and down from the legs, wrapping it in within their 

world.  It is almost as if the tower has become a part of this natural world; where one segment 

ends the other segment begins.  I cannot entirely see where these two divide.  The vegetation it 

seems has accepted this tower as a part of it.   In the one of the crooks of the legs there is a birds 

nest placed with obvious thought and care.  It is well built with twigs and leaves, a sturdy home 

for whatever bird made it.  There are no birds or eggs visible. 

As I stand there looking about this area, I am bothered by a nagging fly that insists of making me 

his meal.  He is rather persistent.  As I wave the fly away again and again, he finally moves on.  I 

follow the fly with my eyes, watching as it moves towards the tower.  “Finally!” I grumble with 

a sigh relief as the fly leaves to find his next victim.  The fly travels in an irregular zigzag flying 

pattern with no apparent strategy or goal of where he is going or what he is doing.  As I continue 

to watch the fly, he settles his miniscule black body down onto a beautiful flowering plant, which 

is strangely attached to the vegetation surrounding the base of the tower.  The fly begins to rub 

his two front legs together.  It is almost as if he is a person rubbing two knives together in 

preparation for carving a meal.  

The flower the fly chose to sit upon is unique, unlike anything I have ever seen before.  It looks 

similar to cacti.  It is rounded on two sides, with a bright pink center and lined with a yellow 

border.  On the two edges there are extended spines that look to be rather dangerous lining along 

the yellow borders and smaller bristles dispersed throughout the pink area.  I have never seen a 

flower such as this but it looked like one not to be messed with.  Before I could think much 

further on this, the flower snapped shut with the fly deep inside.  The action of the flower caught 

me off guard and I jumped while at the same time letting out a small squeaky scream.  It 

happened so fast, mere seconds if I had to guess.  The fly never stood a chance.  I stood there for 

a moment longer, and from the flower I could hear a low buzzing sound coming from its 

innards.  The buzzing conveyed panic at first, and then it slowed until I could hear it no 

longer.  At that time I began to wonder, is this what has happened to the tower?  The vegetation 



around it engulfed it, taking over its individuality and confiscating its identity.  Like the fly, it 

really never stood a chance either.  

 


